Presentation of logistic and storage
services of Ambro Logistics Sp. z o.o.

Logistic Operations
Goods on pallets
IN / OUT

1,25

€/a pallet(1)

IN / OUT

1,85

€/a pallet(2)

IN / OUT

3,75

€/a pallet(3)

Goods without pallets
IN / OUT

80,00

€/a semitrailer(4)

IN / OUT

115,00

€/a semitrailer(5)

1) Euro-pallet 800x1200, ISO 1000x1200, max. Height 2400 (+/- 5cm)
2) Non-standard loads, goods on pallets 1200x1200, 2x euro-pallet, corletta.
3) Long parts, non-standard loads, heavy loads like 1500-4500 kg.
4) Non-standard loads, goods without pallets, up to 200 packages on a semitrailer.
5) Non-standard loads, goods without pallets, over 200 packages on a semitrailer.

Stock-keeping
0,15

€/24h/a pallet(4)

0,16

€/24h/a pallet(5)

0,18

€/24h/a pallet(6)

0,20

€/24h/a pallet(4)

0,23

€/24h/a pallet(5)

0,25

€/24h/a pallet(6)

According to surface(7)

3,15

€/m2

According to volume (8)

2,50

€/m3

According to pallet space – standrad pallets(1)

According to pallet space – non-standard pallets(2)(3)

1) Euro-pallet 800x1200, ISO 1000x1200, max. Height 2400, acceptable (+/-) 5cm.
2) Non-standard loads, goods on pallets 1200x1200, 2x euro-pallet, corletta.
3) Long parts, non-standard loads, heavy loads like 1500-4500 kg.
4) Avarage stock-in-trade a month over 1500 pieces; amount of dobopalet a month over 30000 pieces,
5) Avarage stock-in-trade a month over 500 pieces; amount of dobopalet a month over 15000 pieces,
6) Avarage stock-in-trade a month over 1500 pieces; amount of dobopalet a month over 45000 pieces,
7) Goods on pallets, in original packages that is proper for block storage without additional protection.
8) Goods without pallets, is proper for block storage after unloading the goods in boxes, corletta or pallets.

Conditions of the offer
The offer includes netto prices.
This offer is made for basic sorts of loads. Prices can slightly differ from the prices above
when settled on the basis of special guidelines.
The price includes running costs, it menas costs of energy, insurance, clearing the
ground and roof of snow, conservation and little repairs, external electronic monitoring as
well as all additional costs, like tax on property, electric energy and gas.
-

The prices don’t include package materials (ex. Stretch, tapes, cardboards, pallets)

-

Service in workind days from Monday to Friday from 8.00 until 16.00. There is a
possibility to extend the working time of the warehouse: 35 PLN/ 1 hour / 1 worker.
Besides it is possible to take in or to take out the goods interventionally after working
time of the warehouse. 100 z. / 1 intervention / for a worker

-

The prices are subject to change in case of the goods differ from their real volumes

-

The trucks should be reported to AMBRO 24 hours before arrival. Nevertheless the
times of reporting can be settled individually.

Terms of stock-keeping
1) Warehouse 4000 m2
The floor is not powdery, the warehouse is dry, covered, high bay warehouse, 2000
spaces for pallets on shelving units, block storage. It is possible to spin off the warehouse
space.
2) Warehouse 3000 m2
The floor is not powdery, the warehouse is dry, covered, low- warehouse, block storage.
It is possible to spin off the warehouse space.
3) Warehouse 1000 m2
A hall tent, cobblestone, block storage. It is possible to spin off the warehouse space.

Apart from that:


The convenient location: the warehouse is located along national road No. 72, on
the route Turek – Łódź. The warehouse is located 7 km from PL 62-700 Turek and
23 km from the highway A2, exit Wartkowice or Dąbie.



24-hour monitoring, using monitoring in HD



24-hour security of the warehouse – the whole object is closed



A big manueuvering area

Additional information regarding our stock-keeping possibilities


High racking for pallet storage,

 We have modern internal transport- forklift trucks with a lifting capacity of up to 5
tons, reach trucks, telehandlers, pallet trucks, sack trucks and platform trucks.
 We are able to store even the most non-standard goods.
 block storage, , storage on flat surface – especially forloads of abnormal weights
or dimensions.

